Role of particle radiotherapy in the management of head and neck cancer.
Modern imaging techniques and powerful computers allow a radiation oncologist to design treatments delivering higher doses of radiation than previously possible. Dose distributions imposed by the physics of 'standard' photon and electron beams limit further dose escalation. Hadron radiotherapy offers advantages in either dose distribution and/or improved radiobiology that may significantly improve the treatment of certain head and neck malignancies. Clinical studies support the effectiveness of fast-neutron radiotherapy in the treatment of major and minor salivary gland tumors. Data show highly favorable outcomes with proton radiotherapy for skull-base malignancies and tumors near highly critical normal tissues compared with that expected with standard radiotherapy. Heavy-ion radiotherapy clinical studies are mainly being conducted with fully stripped carbon ions, and limited data seem to indicate a possible improvement over proton radiotherapy for the same subset of radioresistant tumors where neutrons show a benefit over photons. Fast-neutron radiotherapy has different radiobiological properties compared with standard radiotherapy but similar depth dose distributions. Its role in the treatment of head and neck cancer is currently limited to salivary gland malignancies and certain radioresistant tumors such as sarcomas. Protons have the same radiobiological properties as standard radiotherapy beams but more optimal depth dose distributions, making it particularly advantageous when treating tumors adjacent to highly critical structures. Heavy ions combine the radiobiological properties of fast neutrons with the physical dose distributions of protons, and preliminary data indicate their utility for radioresistant tumors adjacent to highly critical structures.